TILLAMOOK COUNTY REREWITNESS

DATE: 6-5-71

HISTORICAL: GLO - Samuel D. Snowden 1857

MAP C-24 by A.M. Austin 1909

MAP C-10 by F.L. White 1909

MAP C-12 by G.J. Polasky 1912

MAP B-285 U.G. Jackson July 1913

MAP B-209 by U.G. Jackson Jan. 1913

CONDITION:

FOUND:

Now 24" Spruce N15°30' W 40'-

1950 Rerevisit by WEA

Now 18" Spruce N85°30' W 39'-

1970 checked BT's - Etching face still visible on both - Trees standing

Did not find 2" Gal. Iron pipe set by WEA Anderson

1970 checked BT's - Etching face still visible on both - Trees standing

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

Set 58

R 3287

1973

January 1973

COB:

Gale Arthur G.A.

Stan Skinner G.W.U.

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

Stan Skinner G.W.U.

IN THE PRESENCE OF:

Gale Arthur G.A.